50	BETTER VILLAGES
are built to carefully prepared plans, but very rarely does
one get a chance of planning a new village elsewhere.
When one does, the first thing to avoid is trying to plant
a sealed-type plan upon the people. The locality must be
very carefully studied, prevailing wind (for kilns and other
things that smell or smoke or raise dust), the trend of the
subsoil water (for latrines and wells), the slope of the land
(for drains and ponds), etc. Too many roads and too
wide roads inside the village are a nuisance when it comes
to lighting, draining, watering, paving or cleaning. Back-
to-back compounds are desirable but not back-to-back
houses. The road scheme cannot be cut and dried. Draw
lines from the principal traffic points, bridges, level cross-
ings, villages, main roads, and where they meet is the centre
of the village. Make ample allowance for all community
needs, ponds, recreation grounds (for lads as well as for
women and small children), wells, religious buildings, shops,
meeting-houses, pits, burial and cremation, potters and
other artisans, etc. A circular road is admissible and
the pits should be outside it. Roads outside the village
should be wide enough both for two lines of traffic, for the
borrow-pits (from which they are raised high enough to
ensure that they shall never be drains or pools instead of
roads) and for the boundary banks.
All this work can easily be done at consolidation time,
but realignment of roads and provision of drains is difficult
if not impossible at any other. Keeping village roads in
order by regular work is essentially a job for the villagers
to do themselves. If Government and District Board do
it, it will, cost vast sums. The villagers, if organized—and
without organization nothing good can ever be done—can
do it in their spare time at no cost whatever, and then
Government and District Board will have more money for

